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Abstract—The wall-charge behaviors of the conventional and
two types of single-sustain waveforms during address and sustain
periods are investigated based on a simulated result and a Vt
close-curve analysis. The single-sustain waveform means that the
sustain pulse having both positive and negative voltage levels is applied only to the single-side electrode, i.e., the scan (Y) electrode in
this paper, where the common (X) electrode remains grounded. In
the single-sustain waveform, the address discharge characteristics
were observed to be improved by applying a higher voltage level
without causing a misfiring discharge during an address period.
An asymmetric IR emission was observed for both positive and
negative sustain pulses during a sustain period, which was caused
by the simultaneous discharge, including the plate gap discharge
between the scan (Y) and the address (A) electrodes only when
applying the negative sustain pulse to the scan (Y) electrode.
Index Terms—Address discharge characteristics, asymmetric
IR emission, plasma display panel (PDP), single-sustain waveform,
Vt close-curve analysis, wall-charge behavior.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

LASMA display panel (PDP) has been considered to be
the most promising candidate for digital television due to
such conspicuous features as a slim-type large area (> 40 in),
a self-emitting-base good color reproduction capability, a wide
dynamic contrast ratio, and a fast visible conversion response
by the phosphor layer per sustain pulse [1], [2]. Thus, to capture
the TV consumer market and maintain a lead over other flatpanel-display devices, the development of a low-cost driving
technology for plasma TVs has become a critical issue. Most
recent efforts have focused on reducing the address voltage [3],
a single-scan method [4], and decreasing the number of electrical parts. The PDP was driven by applying the driving waveforms to the sustain (or common) (X), scan (Y), and address
(A) electrodes [5]. In particular, the sustain waveform was
alternately applied to the X and Y electrodes. If the two sustain
pulses are merged to one sustain pulse with both the positive
and negative voltage levels, that is to say, a sustain waveform
is applied only to the Y electrode without applying any sustain
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driving waveform to the X electrode (hereinafter, this waveform
is called the single-sustain waveform), the driving cost can
be considerably reduced due to the elimination of the sustain
driving-circuit block on the X electrodes. This type of driving
waveform called an eliminated X-board (EX) driving waveform
has already been reported [6]. However, the discharge characteristics and the wall-charge behaviors of the single-sustain
waveforms were not discussed intensively.
In this paper, the wall-charge behaviors of the conventional
and two types of single-sustain driving waveforms, including
the EX driving waveform, are investigated, and the corresponding discharge characteristics, such as address and sustain
discharges, are studied based on the simulated result and the Vt
close-curve analysis [7], [8].
II. S INGLE -S USTAIN W AVEFORM
Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows the conventional sustain driving
waveform applied alternately to the Y and X electrodes and
the corresponding sustain driving circuit with energy recovery
circuit, respectively [9]. Fig. 1(c) and (d) shows the proposed
single-sustain driving waveform with positive and negative
polarities applied only to the Y electrode and the corresponding
driving circuit with energy recovery circuit [10]. As shown in
Fig. 1(b) and (d), the conventional sustain waveform needs
two times of switches for main sustain and energy recovery
circuits compared with the switch number required for singlesustain driving circuit. On the other hand, the maximum voltage
level for the single-sustain waveform requires a higher level
than that for the conventional sustain waveform. Nonetheless,
since the insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) instead of
power metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistors are
used as switching devices in this experiment, the higher voltage
level required for the single-sustain waveform causes just a
little cost rise. Therefore, it is expected that for the singlesustain waveform, the circuit cost would be reduced because
the reduced cost induced by eliminating the driving switches is
higher than that induced by lowering the voltage level. That is,
the conventional driving circuit in Fig. 1(b) needs eight IGBTs,
whereas the single-sustain circuit in Fig. 1(d) needs just four
IGBTs. Accordingly, the circuit cost would be reduced a half
in switching devices when adopting the single-sustain circuit
compared with the conventional driving circuit.
Fig. 2 shows the (a) conventional and two types of singlesustain waveforms: (b) the first single-sustain waveform
(case 1) and (c) the second single-sustain waveform (case 2),
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Fig. 2. (a) Conventional and two types of the single-sustain waveforms
employed in this paper: (b) case 1 and (c) case 2.

Fig. 1. (a) Conventional sustain pulses applied alternately to the Y and X
electrodes. (b) Corresponding sustain driving circuit with energy recovery
circuits. (c) Single-sustain driving waveform with the positive and negative
polarities applied only to the Y electrode. (d) Corresponding sustain driving
circuit with energy recovery circuits.

including the reset, address, and sustain periods for the
conventional 42-in panel structure with a Ne–Xe (7%) gas
mixture. The common driving conditions were given as follows:
a sustain voltage (Vs ) of 180 V, a reset voltage (Vset ) of 175 V,
and an address voltage (Va ) of 60 V. A scan-low voltage (Vscl )
and a bias voltage (Vb ) were −50 and 160 V, respectively, for
the conventional driving waveform, whereas the scan-low voltages (Vscl ) were −180 V for case 1 and −210 V for case 2, and

the bias voltages (Vb ) were 30 V for case 1 and 0 V for case 2.
In the proposed driving waveforms in Fig. 2(b) and (c), the
falling-ramp waveform was applied from the zero voltage level,
and the scan-low voltage (Vscl ) during the address period
was lower than that in the conventional driving waveform. In
addition, the single-sustain waveform was applied only during
a sustain period. In case 1, a small bias voltage was applied to
erase the wall charges accumulated on the X electrode during
an address period. However, because the falling-ramp voltage
applied to the Y electrode in case 2 was lower than that in both
the conventional and case 1, the wall charges between the Y–A
electrodes were accumulated to the opposite polarity: That is,
the ions were accumulated on the Y electrode, and the electrons
were accumulated on the A electrode, when compared with
the wall charges by the conventional method, which induced the
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misfiring discharge during a sustain period. Accordingly, the
address bias voltage during a sustain period in case 2 in Fig. 2(c)
played a significant role to prevent the misfiring discharge [6].

III. A NALYSIS OF T HREE D RIVING W AVEFORMS D URING
R ESET , A DDRESS , AND S USTAIN P ERIODS
A. Reset Waveforms
Fig. 3(a) shows the Vt close-curve on the applied voltage plane measured from the 42-in panel without initial wall
charges before applying the driving waveforms shown in Fig. 2.
The horizontal axis indicates the breakdown threshold voltage
between the X–Y electrodes, whereas the vertical axis indicates
the breakdown threshold voltage between the A–Y electrodes.
The typical Vt close-curve shape in the conventional panel
structure is a hexagon with six sides designating the breakdown
threshold voltage. Thus, the inner region of the Vt close-curve
in Fig. 3(a) means a nondischarge region, whereas the outer
region means a discharge region [7], [8]. Fig. 3(b) shows three
different Vt close-curves on the applied voltage plane measured
after a reset period when applying the three different driving
waveforms of Fig. 2(a)–(c), respectively. The result of the Vt
close-curve analysis shown in Fig. 3(b) indicated that the wall
charges between the X–Y electrodes were redistributed to the
same amount irrespective of the types of driving waveforms, but
the wall-charge distribution between the A–Y electrodes was
changed considerably depending on the types of driving waveforms. As shown in Fig. 3(b), for the conventional case, the
Vt close-curve was shifted to the lower direction with respect
to the reference Vt close-curve of Fig. 3(a), which indicated
that the ions were accumulated on the A electrode. The shape
of the measured Vt close-curve in case 1 of Fig. 3(b) was almost
similar to that in Fig. 3(a), which meant that for the first singlesustain waveform (case 1), the wall charges were almost erased
on three electrodes. For the second single-sustain waveform
(case 2), the Vt close-curve was shifted to the upper direction
with respect to the reference Vt close-curve of Fig. 3(a), which
showed that the wall charges with the opposite polarity, i.e., the
electrons, were accumulated on the A electrode.
Fig. 3(c) shows the simultaneous initial points prior to the
address discharge displayed on the applied voltage plane of
the Vt close-curve for the conventional and the two types of
single-sustain waveforms. The initial voltage points for the
address discharge were different for three cases, and the A–Y
gap voltages for three cases were close to the firing voltages
by the scan-low voltage, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
When the scan-low voltage was applied before applying the
address pulse, the voltages were located at (210, 50) for
the conventional case, (210, 180) for the first single-sustain
case, and (210, 210) for the second single-sustain case on the
Vt close-curves. For example, (Vb − Vscl , 0 − Vscl ) = (160 +
50, 0 + 50) for the conventional case, (Vb − Vscl , 0 − Vscl ) =
(160 + 50, 0 + 180) for the first single-sustain case (case 1),
and (Vb − Vscl , 0 − Vscl ) = (160 + 50, 0 + 210) for the second
single-sustain case (case 2). Consequently, all A–Y gap voltages were initialized close to the firing voltage by the scan-low
voltage for three cases, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

Fig. 3. (a) Vt close-curve measured on the applied voltage plane from a
42-in panel before applying the driving waveforms shown in Fig. 2. (b) Vt
close-curves measured on the applied voltage plane after the reset period when
applying three different types of driving waveforms, including the singlesustain waveforms shown in Fig. 2. (c) Simultaneous initial points prior to the
address discharge displayed on the applied voltage plane of the Vt close-curve
for the conventional and the two types of single-sustain waveforms.
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Fig. 5. Address discharge time lags measured after applying scan pulse during
the address period for three different types of driving waveforms.

Fig. 4. Simulated results of the wall-charge distributions accumulating among
the three electrodes after the reset period: (a) conventional, (b) case 1, and
(c) case 2.

Fig. 4 shows the simulated results of the wall charges accumulating among the three electrodes after a reset period for
three cases: (a) conventional, (b) first single-sustain (case 1),
and (c) second single-sustain (case 2) waveforms. The simulator used in this experiment is based on the 2-D fluid model
of plasma [11]. The simulated result of Fig. 4 validates the
analysis result of the Vt close-curves in Fig. 3(b).
B. Address Discharge Characteristics
Fig. 5 shows the address discharge times measured after applying the scan pulse during an address period for three different types of driving waveforms in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 5(a),
the address discharge time lags for the single-sustain waveforms were shorter than those for the conventional case. This
result indicates that the first single-sustain waveform (case 1)
shows the best address discharge probability, and the second
single-sustain waveform (case 2) shows the better address
discharge probability. For the conventional case, the address
discharge strongly depends on the wall charges accumulated
on the three electrodes prior to the address discharge. However,
for cases 1 and 2, the address discharges strongly depend on the
scan voltage level applied to the three electrodes during the address period because the wall charges accumulated on the three
electrodes, particularly the X–Y electrodes, have been erased
considerably prior to the address period. This wall-chargeerasing condition in cases 1 and 2 enables the application of

lower scan-low voltage (Vscl ) without a misfiring discharge for
off-cells. Since the PDP has millions of microdischarge cells,
the fast and stable address discharge using the wall charge
accumulating on the three electrodes seems difficult to produce
because of the nonuniform characteristics of the PDP. When
comparing cases 1 and 2, the address discharge time lag in case
1 was slightly shorter than that in case 2 because the inversion
phenomenon of the wall-charge polarity occurred in case 2.
To investigate which was the main factor for causing the
shorter address discharge time lag phenomenon for the singlesustain waveforms, the discharge time lags were measured with
respect to two factors, i.e., the variation in the wall charges prior
to an address discharge and the variation in the address-voltage
amplitude during an address period. In general, the falling-ramp
voltage (Vnf ) in Fig. 2(a) is equal to the scan-low voltage (Vscl ).
If the falling-ramp voltage is higher than the scan-low voltage
(∆Vy = Vnf − Vscl > 0) (in this case, the scan-low voltage
(|Vscl |) is fixed at a proper level), the reduction of wall charges
is minimized, so that the subsequent address discharge time is
shortened by the wall charges on the three electrodes. In this
case, since the wall charges set up during the ramp-up period
are less erased during the ramp-falling period, the improvement
of the address characteristics is attributed mainly to the wall
charges accumulating on the Y and A electrodes. On the other
hand, if the amplitude of scan-low voltage is lower than that of
the falling-ramp voltage (in this case, the falling ramp voltage
is fixed at a proper level), ∆Vy satisfies the line sequential
priming addressing condition. Unlike the aforementioned case,
the improvement of address discharge characteristics is caused
mainly by the priming particles [7].
To compare which was a dominant factor to enhance the
address discharge, the changes in the address discharge time
lags were measured for three cases A, B, and C. As shown
in Fig. 6(a), for case A, Vscl was fixed at −50 V, and Va was
fixed at 60 V. Only Vnf was varied from −50 to −30 V, where
∆Vy1 = 10 V means that Vnf = −40 V, and ∆Vy1 = 20 V
means that Vnf = −30 V. For case B, Vnf was fixed at −50 V,
and Va was fixed at 60 V. Only Vscl was varied from −50 to
−70 V, where ∆Vy2 = 10 V means that Vscl = −60 V, and
∆Vy2 = 20 V means that Vnf = −70 V. For case C, Vnf was
fixed at −50 V, and Vscl was fixed at −50 V. Only Va was varied
from 60 to 80 V, where ∆Va = 10 V means that Va = 70 V,
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Fig. 7. Address-voltage margin for three cases: conventional case, first singlesustain waveform (case 1), and second single-sustain waveform (case 2).

Fig. 6. (a) Variations in ∆Vy1 , ∆Vy2 , and ∆Va in the conventional driving
waveform of Fig. 2(a). (b) Corresponding address discharge time lags when
∆Vy1 , ∆Vy2 , and ∆Va are varied by 10 and 20 V.

and ∆Va = 20 V means that Va = 80 V. As shown in Fig. 6(b),
when the address voltage was increased, the address discharge
time was shown to be the best shortened. For two cases,
∆Vy1 and ∆Vy2 , the variation in ∆Vy2 was shown to be more
effective in reducing the address discharge time. This result
illustrates that the application of the higher applied voltage
during an address discharge (i.e., case C) instead of the use of
the wall charges (i.e., cases A and B) is favorable in obtaining
the better address discharge characteristics.
Fig. 7 shows the address-voltage margin for three cases:
conventional case, first single-sustain waveform (case 1), and
second single-sustain waveform (case 2). For three cases, the
maximum address voltages were almost the same, but the
low minimum address voltage was obtained under the singlesustain waveform condition. In particular, the minimum address
voltage in the second single-sustain waveform was lower than
that in the first single-sustain waveform because the address
discharge was more intensive in the second single-sustain waveform, as shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d).
C. Address Discharge Characteristics
Fig. 8(a) shows the driving waveforms for the conventional
and the single-sustain waveforms and the two measuring points

of Vt close-curves: 1) after positive X-pulse for the conventional
case and after negative Y-pulse for the single-sustain waveform;
and 2) after positive Y-pulse for the conventional case and
after positive Y-pulse for the single-sustain waveform. Fig. 8(b)
shows the Vt close-curves measured at (I) of Fig. 8(a) for three
cases, and Fig. 8(c) shows the wall-charge behavior diagram
designated from the shift of the Vt close-curves with respect
to the reference Vt close-curve with no initial wall charge in
Fig. 8(b). As shown in Fig. 8(b), for the conventional case, the
Vt close-curve after applying the positive X-sustain pulse was
shifted to the right direction with respect to the reference Vt
close-curve. From the shift of the Vt close-curve in Fig. 8(b),
the resultant wall charges accumulated on the three electrodes
were obtained as follows: the electrons on the X electrode
and the ions on both the Y and A electrodes, as shown in
Fig. 8(c)–(i). For the single-sustain cases, the Vt close-curve
measured after applying the negative Y-sustain pulse to the Y
electrode was shifted to the upper right direction with respect
to the reference Vt close-curve. From the shift of the Vt closecurve in Fig. 8(b), the resultant wall charges accumulated on
the three electrodes were obtained as follows: the electrons on
the X and A electrodes and the ions on the Y electrodes, as
shown in Fig. 8(c)–(ii) and (iii). The Vt close-curve analysis
in Fig. 8(b) also provides information about the simultaneous
discharge between the X–Y electrodes and between the A–Y
electrodes. Since all the next sustain pulses had positive polarities for three cases, the next sustain voltage vectors +Vs
(Y) were moved to the third quadrant on the applied voltage
plane, as shown in Fig. 8(b). In the conventional case, the
next sustain voltage vector exceeded only the YX discharge
region, which meant that the sustain discharge was produced
only between the Y–X electrodes. On the other hand, in the
single-sustain waveforms, the next voltage vectors exceeded
the simultaneous discharge region between the YX and the YA
discharge regions. In particular, for case 2, the simultaneous
application of address pulse during the application of the next
positive sustain pulse could change the voltage vector direction,
which resulted in exceeding the YX discharge region, as shown
in Fig. 8(b). Fig. 8(d) shows the Vt close-curves measured
at (II) of Fig. 8(a) for three cases, and Fig. 8(e) shows the
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Fig. 8. (a) Sustain driving waveforms for the conventional and the single-sustain waveforms and the two measuring points of Vt close-curves: (I) and (II).
(b) Vt close-curves measured at (I) in (a) on the applied voltage plane after the positive X-pulse for the conventional case and after the negative pulses in the
single-sustain cases. (c) Wall-charge behavior diagram designated from the shift of Vt close-curves in (b). (d) Vt close-curves measured at (II) in (a) on the applied
voltage plane after the positive Y-pulse for the conventional case and after the positive pulses for the single-sustain cases. (e) Wall-charge behavior diagram
designated from the shift of the Vt close-curves in (d).

wall-charge behavior diagram designated from the shift of the
Vt close-curves with respect to the reference Vt close-curve
with no initial wall charge in Fig. 8(d). For the conventional
case, the Vt close-curve in Fig. 8(d) was shifted to the lower
left direction after applying the positive Y-sustain pulse, with
respect to the reference Vt close-curve. The resultant wall
charges were accumulated on the three electrodes as follows:
the electrons on the Y electrode and the ions on both the X
and A electrodes, as shown in Fig. 8(e)–(i). For the single-

sustain case, the Vt close-curves after applying the positive
Y-sustain pulse were less shifted to the lower left direction
than that in the conventional case. The resultant wall charges
were also accumulated on the three electrodes as follows: the
electrons on the Y electrode and the ions on both the X and
A electrodes, as shown in Fig. 8(e)–(ii) and (iii). For the three
cases, the polarities of wall charges accumulating on the three
electrodes were the same, as shown in Fig. 8(e)–(i), (ii) and (iii).
However, the amount of wall charges accumulating on the A–Y
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Fig. 10. Sustain-voltage margin for three cases: conventional case, first singlesustain waveform (case 1), and second single-sustain waveform (case 2).

Fig. 9. Two sustain and corresponding IR (828 nm) waveforms during the
sustain period among the three electrodes when applying (a) the conventional
driving waveform and the single-sustain waveform of (b) case 1 and (c) case 2.

electrodes was quite different, even though the amount of wall
charges accumulating between the X–Y electrodes was almost
the same. In particular, as shown in Fig. 8(d), the Vt close-curve
in case 2 was more shifted to the upper direction than that in
case 1 because the accumulation of ions on the A electrode was
suppressed due to the simultaneous application of the positive
address pulse in case 2. For the single-sustain waveforms, since
the next sustain pulses had negative polarities, the next sustain
voltage vectors −Vs (Y) were moved to the first quadrant on
the applied voltage plane, thus exceeding the simultaneous
discharge region between the XY and the AY discharge regions,
as shown in Fig. 8(d).
Fig. 9 shows the two sustain and corresponding IR (828 nm)
waveforms during a sustain period among the three electrodes
when applying (a) the conventional driving waveform and the
single-sustain waveform of (b) case 1 and (c) case 2. In comparing the IR emission waveforms for the single-sustain waveform
in Fig. 9(b) and (c) with that for the conventional sustain
pulse in Fig. 9(a), the stronger sustain discharge was produced
in Fig. 9(b) and (c) because of the simultaneous discharge
(X–Y and A–Y discharges), as shown in Fig. 8(b) and (d).
In addition, for the single-sustain case, the negative sustain

pulse was observed to produce the stronger sustain discharge
than the positive sustain pulse, as shown in Fig. 9(b) and (c). It
appeared that this phenomenon was caused by the change of the
MgO cathode condition between the Y–A electrodes in a cell
when applying the negative sustain waveform. That is, unlike
the positive sustain pulse, the ions were additionally bombarded
toward the MgO layer with a higher secondary electron emission coefficient from the phosphor layer during the discharge
produced by the negative sustain waveform, thereby resulting
in an additional excitation or ionization [12].
Fig. 10 shows the sustain-voltage margin for three cases: the
conventional case, the first single-sustain waveform (case 1),
and the second single-sustain waveform (case 2). For the three
cases, the minimum sustain voltage was similar within 5 V, but
the maximum sustain voltages were low for the single-sustain
waveforms. The low maximum sustain voltage for the singlesustain waveforms was due to the high discharge intensity
during the negative sustain pulse-induced sustain discharge, as
shown in Fig. 9.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The wall-charge behaviors of the three cases, i.e., the conventional and the two types of single-sustain waveforms, are
investigated based on the simulated result and the Vt closecurve analysis. For the single-sustain waveform, the address
discharge characteristics were improved, which was caused by
the effect of the higher external applied voltage during the
address period than the accumulated wall charges during the
reset period. In addition, an asymmetric intensive IR intensity
during a sustain period was observed, which was caused by
the simultaneous discharge, including the plate gap discharge
between the Y–A electrode when applying the negative sustain
pulse to the Y electrode.
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